Efficacy of a reduced triazolam dose in elderly insomniacs.
Elderly persons with insomnia are unique because the cause of their insomnia differs from that of younger people and their metabolism of benzodiazepine hypnotics differs as well. This study used nocturnal polysomnography and daytime sleep/wake tendency measures (Multiple Sleep Latency Test, MSLT) to assess the efficacy and safety of a reduced triazolam dosage (0.125 mg) in elderly subjects with insomnia. After 2 nights and an intervening day of screening each subject received triazolam and placebo for 2 consecutive nights presented in a counter-balanced design. Compared to placebo the reduced triazolam dose induced and maintained sleep thereby increasing total sleep time. Sleep stage distribution and the frequency of apneas and periodic leg movements was not altered. The improved sleep was associated with a restoration of the normal pattern of daytime alertness. The correspondence of this clinical data to known pharmacokinetic data is discussed.